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SALES IN THE ERA OF ZOOM 

Prior to the pandemic, many employers worried 
that some of their team members (the younger 
ones especially) were too comfortable with today’s 
communication tools and not skilled enough at 
relationship-building the old-fashioned way: 
instead of setting up face-to-face meetings, they 
favored touching base via text message, email, or 
LinkedIn. While there is an argument that some 
prospects may actually prefer the convenience of 
virtual exchanges, there are also those who 
require human contact to develop trust. 

If it hasn’t erased this debate outright, COVID-19 
has definitely altered it. Today, even those 
professionals who favor human contact now want 
(and, in many cases, are obligated) to keep a 
distance, significantly expanding our use of 
conferencing platforms like Zoom, Microsoft 
Teams, WebEx, GoTo Meeting, Google Meets, 
Skype … pick your preference. For MSP 
salespeople who are stronger pitching in person, 
this can be awkward. Same for those who shied 
away from selling face-to-face––and who are 
learning that even the most communications-savvy 
prospects are now hungrier for, well … a little face 
time. 

But as every good salesperson knows, challenges 
are opportunities. Ask yourself this: 10 years ago, 
if COVID had hit, how effectively would I have 
been able to sell? While we’re all impatient to 
proceed with a new normal that allows us to gather 
in person once again, it’s wise to embrace the 
tools that let us sell now … and into the future. 
Here’s how to get going . . . 
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THE SET-UP: MAKING THE REMOTE APPOINTMENT 

Scheduling a remote video call with a hot sales lead shouldn’t be much different than arranging an in-
person meeting, or even a traditional phone call. The only difference is selecting the right tool: what 
conferencing platform is your prospect most comfortable with? Instead of inflicting your favorite 
software on them, salespeople need to be flexible––and therefore, familiar with all of the popular 
conferencing platforms available today.  

It’s also necessary to remember that even if they’re homebound, people are still busy (in some cases, 
busier than usual). A good salesperson is always well-prepared, but the nature of remote video 
communications requires them to be a bit more concise; rare is the prospect who is willing to give up 
a lot of time for a virtual dog-and-pony show. So how long should you schedule the meeting for? This 
requires some thought and intuition in determining how long you will require to make the presentation 
and field any questions. A lot of it will be based on what you’re selling and how much information on 
the prospect’s current situation you were able to gather prior to the call. 

But what if the prospect doesn’t want to do a video call in the first place? This may be because they’re 
not familiar with the videoconferencing platforms out there, or they’ve tried using them, ran into 
glitches, and are turned off. Herein lies an opportunity: in exchange for the meeting, consider offering 
a brief, free tutorial on how to use a specific conferencing platform (in this case, you may want to 
choose your favorite). Not only will this encourage the prospect to agree to a video call; afterwards 
they will also be able to leverage a new tool for both business and personal communications. 

 

THE PREP: GETTING COMFORTABLE 

One of the best examples I have on preparing to pivot to the virtual environment is my Pilates teacher. 
(Bear with me: there’s a lot in this story that you can apply to your own MSP virtual sales practice.) 

An American expat now based in France, my friend and Pilates teacher runs a studio in Paris. Up until 
mid-March 2020, she and her team of teachers taught on site. Three days before lockdown, she 
announced she was moving classes to Zoom. 

She’d never used Zoom––either as straightforward communications tool or for teaching. Over 
(remote) coffee, we worked through the platform’s functionality, going over potential scenarios that 
could occur during an online class. She then offered several group classes for free in exchange for 
feedback from her students on what worked, and what didn’t. 
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During that first week of lockdown, I witnessed how well my friend prepared for––and executed––the 
transition from in-person to virtual teaching. Not only did she iron out the inevitable wrinkles that 
appeared in her virtual teaching method, she also addressed several technical issues related to her 
automated scheduling software’s integration with Zoom, the lighting in her studio, and even her 
wardrobe (so that her students could see her clearly). All of this was thanks to her willingness to 
spend a couple of hours teaching for free. She also drew up materials (included in the clean, concise 
scheduling reminders and calendar invite we received for each class) that offered step-by-step 
instruction on how to download and use Zoom, and how to avoid latency (simple but useful stuff that 
MSPs tell their work-from-home clients all the time). There was even an illustration that showed 
students where to position their laptops in relation to their Pilates mats so she could see us properly. 
All of these communications were brief, to the point, and 
easy to digest within less than two minutes––I didn’t 
feel like I was doing any extra “work” to 
participate in her online classes. 

Again, what does Zoom Pilates 
instruction have to do with remote 
MSP sales calls? There are a few 
take-aways:  

 Set up your surroundings so 
that you look and sound good 
during the call. 

 Test, test, test! Use a friend as a 
guinea pig to work out any technical 
glitches, and to get comfortable 
communicating via a videoconferencing 
platform. If it’s a really good friend, chances are 
they will be willing to let you do a dry-run of the entire 
sales pitch. Make it fun! 

 Provide clear, concise materials on how to participate in a video call that won’t require prospects 
to spend more than a couple minutes going over them. 

In other words: prepare, prepare, prepare! You’ll be more at ease as a result … and much better 
equipped to handle any unforeseen glitches and blips. 
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Zoom for the Doomed 

As hard as it may be for a techie to believe, there are 
those who are still unfamiliar with the latest 
videoconferencing tools. Consider offering a quick, 
FREE 15 to 30 minute how-to tutorial on the basics 
involved in using your favorite platform so that your 
prospect may take advantage of these tools not only for 
business and pleasure. (This offer would apply in 
conjunction to them agreeing to a remote sales call.) 

Video-savvy MSPs may consider producing a short 
how-to tutorial on YouTube covering one (or more) of 
their favorite platforms. (Depending on your YouTube 
presence, you could render these clips unlisted and 
available only to those who are invited to watch.) This 
could be promoted in addition to a personalized, live, 
real-time walk-through. 

 

 

 

ON CALL: THE EXECUTION 

If you’ve done the adequate preparation, this may actually be the easiest part of the entire process. 
For one thing, the content of your remote sales pitch isn’t going to differ much from what you’re 
accustomed to covering in person. Again, it’s how you deliver it that may have to change slightly. 

Expect interruptions––the errant children, spouses, pets, workmen, and delivery people that we’ve all 
seen during video calls. Asides will inevitably ensue, and they’re a wonderful opportunity to get to 
know one another better. Go with the flow, and then gently refocus the conversation back to your 
main goal: making the sale. 

Also expect technical glitches: as we all know, the internet (especially at home) isn’t consistent. Have 
a Plan B, which could be as simple as getting the prospect’s direct phone number in advance so that 
you may finish the meeting the old-fashioned way. 

If you’ve done your homework, you will also have decided how you’re going to use the conferencing 
platform. Will you be incorporating a PowerPoint presentation into the video call? Will you be applying 
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screen-sharing? Have you mastered the tool to the point where you can smoothly attach relevant 
documents as you cover what’s in them? During that dry run where you used your friend as a guinea 
pig, did you practice using the chat feature so that you can provide relevant links during your 
discussion? All of this functionality not only serves to provide your prospect with the information they 
require in order to make a purchasing decision, it also demonstrates that you’ve invested time in 
tailoring your pitch to their needs. Practice using it for prime time, and it stands to pay off. And 
remember: virtual sales may feel less personal, but these tools also offer options that you wouldn’t 
necessarily have access to in a traditional, face-to-face meeting. 

A word about recording: most platforms provide this 
option. While it may be tempting to record a video 
call for future reference, it’s not necessarily a good 
idea in a virtual sales environment. Why? In 
supplying recordings, you’re potentially blowing the 
opportunity for a future exchange. If prospects 
require additional information or need you to clarify 
or restate what you’ve already presented, invite them 
to join another interactive call––a great opportunity to 
build upon the relationship. 

 

 

A F T E R W A R D S :  T H E  F O L L O W - U P  

Once again, the content of your follow-up won’t differ much from the follow-up you do under “normal” 
circumstances. It may not change at all. 

Based on what was covered during the meeting, you may follow up with helpful thought leader 
articles, either sourced from industry resources or your own instructional videos and blogs. If you have 
a newsletter, ask the prospect if you can sign them up. If you have quick tips and tidbits that apply to 
that prospect’s situation, send them along. Again, this communication should be clear, concise, and 
quick to digest. But it can go a long way in demonstrating that you’re interested in serving your 
prospect’s needs beyond simply making a sale. 
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T H E  G E T - S T A R T E D  C H E C K L I S T  

Be Masterful: Get familiar with all of the popular videoconferencing platforms available, and learn 
how to optimize their features for your purposes. 

Be Testy: Enlist a friend as a guinea pig and work through all of the technical features that you intend 
to use during your virtual sales calls. Know the ins and outs of audio and lighting so that you sound 
and look good. Do a dry run-through of your actual pitch. Learn how to handle inevitable glitches 
smoothly. 

Be Flexible: Don’t impose your favorite conferencing platform on the prospect. Use the platform that 
they’re most comfortable with. 

Be Pedagogical: Your prospect isn’t familiar with (or hates) today’s videoconferencing platforms? 
Offer a free tutorial in exchange for a sales call. Let them know that this will not only help them in their 
business communications, but their personal exchanges as well. 

Be Coy: Don’t record virtual sales calls. Is your prospect seeking additional information, or 
clarification on material covered during your virtual sales meeting? Invite them to join another call––
and work on taking that relationship to the next level. 

 

Securing the  
Security Sales Call 

Alongside providing free how-to tutorials on Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, or other platforms, MSPs may 
consider applying the same concept to selling their 
security offerings. Consider offering prospects (and 
perhaps their employees) a free, quick 15 to 30-minute 
online cybersecurity awareness training session. Or, 
you may invite them to watch an unlisted YouTube 
tutorial that you have produced on the subject. (Again, 
this offer would apply only if the prospect agrees to 
schedule a remote sales call.) 
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C A R O L Y N  H E I N Z E   

Carolyn Heinze has covered everything from technology, business, 
broadcasting, distribution, manufacturing, management, pharmaceuticals, food 
and beverages, collections and credit, careers, human resources, culture, 
entertainment, advertising, marketing, fashion, restaurants, travel, architecture 
and design, house and home, facilities management, energy and electricity, 
professional AV and lighting, yoga, cowboys and cowgirls . . . and the horses 
they love. Currently, she focuses on SMB-centric topics related to IT, 
operations, leadership, and management, as well as enterprise-level AV/IT. 

 

S M A L L  B I Z  T H O U G H T S  

Karl Palachuk’s Small Biz Thoughts is the premier online community and 
training resource for IT service providers, whether they call themselves VARs, 
Managed Service Providers, or IT Professionals. You can find out more about 
our community at SmallBizThoughts.org. 

Remember: Just because you’re in business for yourself doesn’t mean you 
have to go it alone! 
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